to crash into it that I realize I'm looking at a brain. Just as I expect the impact, it opens, and I'm dropped right into the middle of it. When I land, I'm struck by the awareness that I'm inside MY own brain! As my eyes adjust to the darkness, I peer at my surroundings in fear and incredulity. The energy that has been transporting me subsides, and I begin to feel gravity weight me down. Astonished, I learn that I'm not alone. I see a little girl a few steps from me. From head to toe, this child's appearance communicates agonizing pain. As soon as I see her, the figure in the painting quickly comes to mind. All of a sudden, I feel a sense of displacement. I wonder if the image on the canvas has morphed into this little girl. But as I watch her, I realize that, like me, she is also surrounded by the undulating silhouettes of my brain. This helps me feel a strange sense of connection to her, which motivates me to study her carefully. She's wearing a very worn out, knee length, sleeveless white dress. These poor rags, almost transparent, lay limp against her stiff body. Her feet are dirty and bare. It's evident that she has suffered greatly, for she looks more dead than alive. I would've expected to find her in a refugee camp and not, as it is the case, locked up inside me. I notice her neglected little face, thin and framed by her long, black, lifeless hair. Her gaze, peering out of grieving eyes, pierces me to the core. She is looking sternly at me and has probably been doing so for a while. Feeling great anguish, I ask myself, Is this some sort of spirit trying to haunt me? Suddenly, a feeling of desolation and a great, dark void envelops me. Yet, the innocent, undernourished, and ghostly figure stands there, unmoved by my distress. I think to myself, maybe she is trying to tell me something. I can no longer bear the suffering and admonishment of her gaze, but I cannot look away either. Her heavy stare has rooted every part of me to the cold ground. I feel trapped, unable to even breath the stale air. Exasperated, trying to find a resolution to the situation, I ask her a question, «What do you want?!» I can tell that she has been expecting me to ask this, for as soon as I do, she opens her mouth wide, and screams a word that seems to have been waiting for a long time to be released, «FREEDOM!» I don't understand what she means. So, she emphatically repeats, «I WANT FREEDOM!» Aghast, I stand there, looking straight at her, listening to her raging words, yet still very confused about their meaning. Her message seems foreign and undecipherable. However, I feel a tinge of comfort upon hearing her clear voice, for my heart has affirmed her as part of me.
I wake up, sweating profusely. Although it feels like a nightmare, I know that the little girl is still there, in front of me, standing by the side of my armoire-watching.
